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Mike:  Thank you for responding.
I knew your name from the scant amount of paperwork I received 
with the car but did not have your contact info.  You cannot believe 
my surprise when Steve Baker came up to me @ a cruise in  
Greer, SC and started discussing the Mintmad with me and saying 
he knew you!  What a small world!  Truly, I’m grateful to him.
I think I’m the third owner of Mintmad since you created her.  I’ve 
talked to Ed Robertson from whom I bought her, and I believe 
bought the car from you.  If I’m incorrect, please let me know.

Ed was kind enough to share some Mintmad history with me including his trip to Montana, the Orlando 
radiator fiasco, & his son purchasing Mintmad for him along with some documentation.  Documentation is 
what I really need.  Anything you have would be really appreciated, & I will pay for the shipping cost.  As an 
example, she needs shocks however, there are no part numbers on the existing shocks so, finding correct 
replacements is a challenge I have yet to conquer.  Same is true for the electric power brakes which are in 
need of a pressure switch.  Repairing anything is easier if you have part numbers & manufacturer info.
I’ve attached the letter I sent to Ed stating repairs & changes I’ve made along with plans.  I’ve completed 
items 4 & 7 in the plans section along with replacing the speedometer, keyless entry system, had the stereo 
rebuilt, installed an electric water pump, and Pete Jackson gear drive.  I took her to Steele Rubber products 
and the guys spent about 4 hours with me selecting correct weather stripping to prevent water seepage.  You 
can now wash the car without soaking the interior.  I also made new cups for the door armrests because the 
existing cups were too shallow causing the armrest to get scratched, and had new door panels made.  I 
couldn’t believe the shop had the correct color material in stock!  The new panels match the rear panels 
pattern & colors. 
She has weathered the years pretty well.  The interior including the headliner is in great shape.  The paint as 
some cracks and the hood a few chips however, not worth a repaint yet.  I did have the tailgate painted 
because someone before me tried to pry the tailgate open and damaged the tailgate and rear fenders.  The 
body shop really struggled to match the color and style, ending up with a Chrysler green base coat, silver 
candy secondary coat, & silver metallic in the clear coat.  It matched perfectly, (picture attached).  
Mechanically, everything functions as it should with no leaks.  Electrically, I think I’ve got most of the fuses & 
relays located and identified in the book.  Given enough time & money I would rewire it putting all the fuses & 
relays in one place and identifying them as to what they control.
We just returned from taking her to Myrtle Beach, SC for the 2021 Run to the Sun show.  She made the trip 
despite the cold temps & torrential rain for most of the week.  She goes to local car shows almost weekly, and 
attends the Pigeon Forge, TN rod run, & the Coker tire show near Chattanooga, TN.  I don’t drive her during 
the winter months and try not to drive in the rain.
In closing, I thank you for creating her and welcome any comments, documentation, or requests you may 
have.
      Regards,
                Dale Jakupca
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